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Abstract:
A common problem these days is having to cope with increasing amounts of administrivia that, while essential,
markedly decreases the time available to attend to our core technical specialities.
As a technician, my approach to this has been the on-going development of a single software package that
consolidates as many of these tasks as possible, applies our business rules, and produces the required
reports and feedback at the click of a button.
Originally developed for, and currently used by over a dozen staff in our Electronics and Mechanical
Workshops, it can also be used by Laboratory and Clerical staff involved in ordering, task management, record
keeping and analysis.
Current functions include:
• Timesheets
• Job assignment, scheduling, & charging
• Parts/materials ordering (for jobs & for clients) & cost recovery
• Equipment repair/service histories
• Client & Supplier databases
• Reporting
Planned developments are:
• Workload management (graphs of workload & backlog per HEW level over time)
• Workload analysis (visual feedback to staff on where their time is spent)
• Integration of several other databases (projects, magazine articles, second-hand parts, etc) into a
common search page
• User designed reports
Introduction:
For this paper, I will describe some of the main features of each screen of the program as seen by the section
manager. Bear in mind that most users see a bit less detail, so-as not to overwhelm them with unnecessary
information. Since most operations are started from pop-up menus, I’ll paste some of these menus over the
following screenshots. The resulting dialogs are not included (I think I might already have just sneaked over
the 4-page limit ;-) ).
This program has been named ‘ABS’, in honour of a another well-known piece of finance software used by our
university, amongst others, that was introduced to us as NABS. Before long, this was understood to stand for
‘Not A Better System’. This program attempts to improve on that.
Our main requirement was that is should run on a network of standard Windows 2000/XP clients, and cost
next to nothing. Our first server was a spare Celeron 566MHz no-name PC of unimpressive specifications,
which performed quite well in this role.

Program Description:
Welcome Screen –

Since this is a network-based client-server database, each user has a login and password that resolves which
section they work for and their access privileges. After login, ABS will automatically check for, and download a
new version of itself if an update is available.
At the top are various controls that are common to all pages. The two buttons next to the ‘Log On’ button allow
making a number of changes permanent all at once, as a group, or rolling them all back to where you started.
This is useful for undoing mistakes.

Admin Page –

The Admin form is a multipurpose page allowing the following details to be administered by the section
manager. Starting from the top-left…
1. Minimum charge for jobs, mark-up on materials & items used on jobs or bought in for clients, & the
destination account details for recovered funds (appears on report to Finance section, ‘FBS’). The ‘FBS
Report’ button produces a report that lists one line for each account code’s total funds to be recovered
back into our account. This includes completed jobs that haven’t been reported yet, and miscellaneous
sales of parts. The ‘Email’ button will generate an editable email (sent direct from ABS) for each
account holder, listing each job and the amount and account being charged, so they will know why and
how much their accounts are being debited for each job.
2. The Tax Multiplier is only used to display the GST inclusive price on the open orders we fax out.
Internal charging is all ex-GST.
3. The Faxed Orders section allows editing of the details appearing on the faxes sent to the suppliers with
whom we have open orders.
4. The Transfers section records details of transfers of funds between workshops and other OTS
sections. Only the resulting balances are reported for recovery, to minimise accounting. The mark-up
charged to other OTS sections is determined by a complex matrix of possibilities that hardwires our
business rules, eg if the other workshop orders parts on our account for use on their job for a client,
then we split the mark-up between workshops.
5. The bottom section allows managers to add, edit and remove staff from their section, and edit their
access privileges, eg to allow someone else to send faxed open orders in the managers absence. The
Hrs per day numbers are used for flexitime calculation on the Timesheet form.

Clients Form –

This form obviously records client’s details, so they only have to be entered once when they first request a job,
& henceforth are available to all other users for future reference. Staff can be designated as Account Holders,
in which case, their name will appear in the ‘Account Holder’ drop down box. Non-account holders can have
one of these account holders selected as the default accounts that person will use when making requests. Old
inactive accounts can be hidden from view. Accounts are marked as Teaching, Research, or Other, for
reporting purposes. Accounts are checked when entered to prevent unnecessary duplication.
The Yellow colour indicates that the record is currently being edited. Red is used when deleting, and Green
when inserting.

Equipment Page –

This section is used to keep a history file of past repair details, documentation availability, etc. for the
equipment we look after. The ‘Show All’ button will reveal equipment details entered by other workshops or
sections. Users are prompted to update information when repair jobs are finished.
This section will be expanded in the future to include other categories, such as Datasheets, Technical
Magazine Articles, Project Documentation, Salvaged Spares Locations, & Supplier Catalogues.

Jobs –

The details of new jobs are entered here and a new job number is automatically allocated. The manager
determines the HEW level of the job, and may assign it to a particular worker. As the job proceeds, the worker
might add items to our open orders using this job number, and these items will appear in the ‘Items On Open
Order’ section, until they arrive and have been finalised by the manager, after which they’ll move to either the
‘Stock Items Used’ section, or the ‘Miscellaneous Items Used’ section, at the managers choosing. The Total
Charge for the job will automatically include our mark-up amount, but can be overridden if a firm price has
been quoted.
Parts used from stock are added to the job, and miscellaneous parts ordered in are recorded automatically at
the bottom, including supplier, order number, quantity, part number, description and cost.
Where the cost for a job is to be shared over several accounts, the job and all its details can be ‘cloned’, and
an appropriate percentage can be entered for each job. These jobs are then linked by the buttons either side
of the job number for quick navigation.
Jobs can be ‘Continued’ if required, which closes the current job by filling in the ‘Completed’ date, and creates
a new job linked to this one with all the relevant details filled in. Thus money spent so far can be recovered
whilst allowing the work to continue on towards completion.

Jobs Summary –

Workers can view this page to determine which jobs should be tackled next. By default, ‘My Jobs’ is checked
so you only jobs see your jobs, plus those not assigned to anyone in particular. They are initially sorted by
Date Required, with overdue jobs in red, and jobs due in less than a week in blue. As you can see, I need
more staff!

Misc Sales –

This page records parts supplied or ordered in for clients, other than those for our job requests. Normally only
the new items will be shown (where ‘Done?’ is not checked). If we supply a part for use by another workshop
or section on their job, we can just enter their job number, and the mark-up will be split between us, and the
part and cost is automatically added to their job. When the FBS report is generated, all unrecovered costs for
an account code will be summed onto a new job whose description will read like ‘Supply Parts To John Doe’.

Misc Tables –

As the name suggests, miscellaneous details are recorded here for use elsewhere, minimising duplication.

Open Orders –

The top left-hand box lists all the suppliers that a particular OTS section has an open order with. We can add
items to another sections’ open orders if necessary, and all the financial transfers will be handled without
further intervention. Where a suppliers’ name is bolded, there is at least one outstanding order that needs to
be sent, received, or finalised.
The adjacent box lists the open orders for the selected supplier, with the most recent at the top. The ‘Date
Sent’ is automatically filled once the order is faxed. Until then, any items requested from this supplier will be
added to the current unsent order, (else a new blank one will be created automatically). The ‘DP’ (Delivery
Point) column allows the order to indicate non-default delivery instructions if required, as maintained back on
the Admin page.
The next boxes display notes relevant to the selected supplier, order, & order item.
The section below this has to have some account or job details filled in before new items can be added to the
next order, to ensure that the cost is recovered from the appropriate source. The ‘Email Clients’ button will
generate an editable email for each client who has requested parts (not for a job), listing the parts and advising
the client how many of each part has arrived and is available for collection. The ‘Print Order’ button prints a
modified copy of the order for local records (including who requested each item on the order), while the ‘Fax
Order’ button generates the ‘pretty’ order with the corporate logo for faxing via fax-modem.
The bottom section lists the items ordered & received, and automatically apportions the delivery charges
across each item, so that this cost is recovered too. Un-received items are bolded so they stand out, and
different font colours are used depending on whether the item is being charged to our own, another OTS
sections’, or a clients account.
Once all the items have been received, the manager is prompted to finalise the order, which involves deciding
which items purchased for jobs should be recorded on the Stock Items page, selecting the categorisation of
them, and confirming the new price to be charged for them (with the option to calculate an average price
based on current stock levels bought at a different price). Once the order is finalised, parts for a job are moved
to either the Stock Items Used or Misc Items Used sections from the Ordered Items section on the Job page,
with the adjusted prices.

Purchases –

This page is a purchase history of all our ‘Stock Items’ purchases, sorted initially by purchase date. This table
is one of several that can be searched to locate data.

Stock Items –

This page records items that are either held in stock, or have been used on a job and may be required again.
The top three boxes are cascading categories of items, while the middle section lists the Items contained in
each Category 3, with renamable fields for whatever additional information is useful for future parts selection.
The prices here were automatically calculated when the open order purchase was finalised. The bottom
section automatically lists the purchase history of each item.

Suppliers Page

This page defaults to displaying just the commonly used open-order suppliers for this section, but you can also
browse all your suppliers, or everyone’s suppliers, by clearing the checkboxes.
The section at the top-right is where you enter the current open order number (which is what distinguishes the
open order suppliers from the rest). The table below this will automatically keep track of how much you’ve
spent so far on each years’ open order.

TimeSheets –

The timesheet section lets you record your time graphically by clicking and dragging items, resizing as
required. Flexitime is automatically calculated and displayed at the bottom, based on the details entered back
on the Admin page. Managers can view any of their staff’s timesheets, whilst they can only see their own. Staff
can change details for the last couple of days, while managers can edit anything. Future enhancements are
listed above on the right. At the moment, this is the default page displayed when staff log-in, to remind them to
fill it in.
Conclusions:
Consolidation of most of our administration has proved successful, with few hiccups so far. Staff have
accepted using the program, since it saves them time and formalises our procedures, and they frequently
contribute suggestions to improve it. Hopefully, further improvements will leave me with virtually nothing to do
;-)

